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ABSTRACT 

 

Bridging economic and sociological explanations of organizational governance, this study explores how 

lead firms design temporary interorganizational networks (TINs). Our arguments, grounded in the 

transaction cost, capabilities, and the relational embeddedness literatures, provide the basis for 

predictions connecting project characteristics and TIN design. Using a unique dataset of bridge 

construction projects, which were mandated to use a TIN structure, we find that these project 

characteristics drive the design of these interorganizational architectures.   Specifically, we predict and 

find that more diverse projects led to less embedded networks, with a greater number of partners and 

few prior relationships, whereas more uncertain projects led to highly embedded networks with fewer, 

better known partners.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

How do firms design networks to compete?   Despite acknowledging that firms are embedded in a web 

of prior relationships, questions about the antecedents and consequences of network design choices 

remain largely unanswered [4]. While optimal design choices are widely understood to be contingent on 

environmental and internal fit considerations, the precise connection between task requirements and 

network partner selection is not well understood.  Scholars have suggested that firms need special skills 

in managing network relationships, such as the understanding of the broad technical system [1] and the 

ability to manage multiple relationships [7]. These skills have become more important as firms 

increasingly are competing not as single entities, but rather as value chains [5].  That is, firms need to 

form and manage a group of partners, and rely upon both their own and their partners’ resources, to 

compete and satisfy customers. 

 

In addition to lead firm capabilities, the nature of the task and partner relationships also affect network 

design.   For a given task, the firms that take the lead in designing networks face two decisions:  how 

much of the task to delegate or outsource to partners, and with whom to partner.   While considerable 

theoretical and empirical work has explored these issues in buyer/supplier dyads [2] [9] [10] [11], there 

has been less investigation that holistically considers a lead firm’s entire portfolio of interorganizational 

relationships.  To consider how lead firms make these decisions involving task and partner 

characteristics, we investigate how lead firms design temporary interorganizational networks (TINs). 

 

TINs are lead firm networks that constitute the typical organizational form found in project-based 

organizing [8].  TIN project collaborations are established to accomplish pre-specified goals and last for 

a limited time period truncated by a pre-established end point.   When the project is completed, the 

temporary organization literally dissolves [3]. Following Jones and Lichtenstein [6], we define TINs as a 

lead firm network composed of two or more firms that are designed to complete a specific project over a 

known time duration.  TINs have been observed in a wide range of industrial settings, including 
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advertising, construction, biotechnology, computers, financial services, fashion, and the public sector.  

Since existing theories of organizational design and governance were developed through studies of 

permanent organizational ties, their ability to predict the design of TINs has received little attention.  In 

this way, we aim to extend established theory by investigating these novel, but empirically prevalent 

organizational forms.   

 

To preview our results, we find that project characteristics significantly affect the design of TINs, but do 

so in unexpected ways. Our results suggest that project diversity, the number of distinctly different tasks, 

causes TINs to be designed with weaker tie strength, fewer repeated partners, and more varied partners.  

Project uncertainty causes TINs to be designed with greater tie strength and more repeated partnerships.  

However, when it comes to projects of longer duration, we found no connection between project length 

and partner embeddedness.  It may be that for long projects, the benefits from deeper relationships, such 

as improved coordination and efficiency, are offset by the potential for opportunistic behavior and the 

need for additional flexibility and resources. 
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